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5.0.3 (9th december 2018) -------------------------------- * fixed - over 100 devices may be retrieved from
the /mnt/lvr/dvr folder when restoring a host. * fixed - duplicate domain authentication fields when
multiple domain authentication is enabled (not tested with multiple domains) * fixed - dashboard is

not closing when a job is being debugged * fixed - crash when exporting to excel in xls file type 5.0.0
(22nd october 2018) -------------------------------- * major ui improvements and fixes, improve reliability
for upgrades. fixed the settings section for the pod, and the node on the solstice dashboard. agent

plugins: javascript to get "command line input" and "cmd.prompt" capabilities for input and
configuration operations. kurl plugin to allow private ip networks to be accessed by users and smart
cards. configuration plugin to parse and update the configurations files. command plugin to enhance

customization and limit the scripts to common commands. xray plugin to reveal network activity.
event plugin to process, view and export events to the tanium audit server. xss and rce plugin to
detect common flaws in client configurations. endpoint plugins: script to block/allow, block/allow

on/off, and deny the ability to "upload" the device to the cloud. script to block/allow the user to view
the current device settings. script to deny the user to view the settings stored on the server side.

script to block the user to view the settings stored on the server side. script to add the device to the
dashboard. script to add a temporary user to the dashboard. script to delete the dashboard. script to

block the user to remove the device from the dashboard.
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improved installation/upgrade experience. this release resolves the following user experience
problems: - the solstice client had previously failed to install when set to use the windows version of

the vsphere client. this is fixed by upgrading to version 6.5 of the vsphere client on the machine
where the solstice client is to be installed. - the solstice client installation/upgrade experience can

fail when the vsphere client or the vsphere api client is being installed or upgraded to a new release.
you can now install the client from a usb flash drive. to install the client to a usb drive simply drag

and drop the client executable to the root of the usb drive. the client will then start up from the usb
install program. if you have an internet connection you will be taken to the client download page. if

you do not have an internet connection you will be prompted to perform a local install. local
installation of the client is recommended for external installations. client configuration changes

----------------------------- client configuration.setproxiesserver() * the client will no longer use the proxy
settings saved in the localresources folder by default if there is a valid proxy set in windows to use
for network connectivity. see what's new in this release for more information. if your network uses

proxy settings, you must now manually enter the proxy settings to use with the client. the client now
saves these settings in the localresources folder under the [client] sub-folder for easy retrieval when

connecting. 5ec8ef588b
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